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igh-performing, creative teams that thrive in complex environments represent
one of the most exciting yet least understood phenomena in business today.

Improving our ability to cultivate and sustain such teams is both a business

and a cultural imperative. In solving this problem, business leaders must get in touch
with and reexamine their tacit presuppositions on how organizations create and de-

liver value. \Mheatley [17], inferring that such presuppositions are rooted in science,

says, "We need to link up once again with the vital science of our times, not just be-

cause of our historic relationship, but because, by now, scientific concepts and meth-

ods are embedded deep within our collective unconscious."
Much of today's literature on high-performance teams seeks explanations in old

science terms (i.e., in terms of linear causal relationships). Such an approach is ex-

posed to error, as Lapointe [2] notes: "One rarely finds in complex systems simple,
causal relationships, but more often circular types of relationships. There is the possi-

bility of the emergence of perverse effects and of counter-intuitive properties that one

is unable to deduce from the properties of the constituent subsystems." Citing
Watzlawick et al., Lapointe notes that "because of the degree to which science has fo-
cused on relationships which are linear, causal, unambiguous and progressive, many
phenomena of extreme importance have remained outside of the immense territory
conquered by science over the past four centuries."

In spite of the limitations of viewing complex systems such as high-performance
teams in iinear causal terms, business literature tends to gloss over complexity in favor
of simplistic descriptions of team pher-romena. Thus, while authors such as Katzenbach
and Smith [10] argue that "Top managers who aspire to high performance, therefore,
must increasingly emphasize and understand teams," they also seem to suggest that
teams should be taken on faith rather than rationally understood. "Perhaps it is

presumptious to suggest that something as simple and time-tested as teams could
unlock the performance potential of the organization of tomorrow. Yet teams seem to
keep doing just that...." "Their own stories reveal their accomplishments better than
any abstract commentary or logical presentation."

If teams are "simple," their simplicity can be likened to the "complex simplicity"
which underlies life and nature. The underexploitation of teams in business, observed

by Katzenbach and Smith, may be due to a reluctance to accept the complex origins of
team performance" "To linkup once again with the vital science of our times," it seems

we are going to have to revisit our cultural presupposition that "simplicity" is at the
base of such phenomena as teams. As Prigogine and Nicolis [13] note, "The belief in
the simplicity of the fundamental level was one of the driving forces of classical science
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for nearly three centuries. Todaywe must
reappraise the situation. The fundamen-
tal level is not simple, not even in classi-

cal physics."

I n the light ol "new science," how in

I fact do teams unlock organizational
I perlormancepotentials, as lhe intri-

cacy of business opportunity, risk, tech-
nology, and operating relationships
steadily rise, and as evolving communi-
cations technologies catalyze
ever stronger and more nonlin-
ear leedback amongst business

variables? New conceptual
models are needed which can

provide deeper insights into
t hose too-rare situations in
which teams thrive in
complexifring environments.

Nonlinear models emerging
from dlmamical systems and complexity
research appear to be prime candidates to
open the door to more insightful ways of
perceiving and managing organizations.

This essay makes heuristic use of these

models in exploring the nature of learn-
ing organizations, from team to economy.

\A4:rile the "fit" may be less than perfect, it
might best be assessed relative to the
goodness of fit of currently employed lin-
ear-causal models. As Stewart [15] ob-
serves, an approximate solution to the ex-

act problem may be superior to an exact

solution to the approximate problem.

CllNGEPIUATIZING CllMPI.EX

llRIIER IN IEAMS

As a number of researchers have noted

lI2l, the cultural overprint on our use of
logic and language can be a major im-
pediment to conceptualizing and dis-
cussing in new science terms such com-
plex phenomena as team behavior. Since

our cultural reflex is to force-fit linear-
causal models to all phenomena we en-

counter, and our phonetic language was

born to satisfu the needs oflinear-causal
commerce and trading transactions, we

are not well equipped to address team
performance in new science terms. The

cultural legacies that stand in the path of
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a rapprochement with new science need
exposure and mitigation if we are to de-

velop a deeper, scientific understanding
of the wellsprings of organizational per-

formance.
The task of reconceptualizing teams in

terms of complex ordering principles is

challenged by the fact that, while linear-
causal ordering principles can be readily
pictured and expressed in common logic
and language, complex ordering prin-

ciples can be neither pictured nor readily
expressed in traditional terms. Einstein

l4l speaks to this issue: "First of all, an

observation of epistemological nature. A
geometrical-physical theory as such is

incapable of being directly pictured, be-

ing merely a system of concepts. But
these concepts serve the purpose of
bringing a multiplicity of real or imagi-
nary sensory experiences into connec-
tion in the mind. To 'visualise' a theory,

or bring it home to one's mind, therefore
means to give a representation to that
abundance of experiences for which the
theory supplies the schematic arrange-

ment."

hus, the challenge in addressing
complex order in teams, or cur-
vature in the time-space con-

tinuum, transcends the traditional task of
building lockstep logical pictures from
unambiguous concepts and definitions.
It is a question of "bringing home in one's

mind," byhookorbycrook, a conceptual
understanding which sustains its consis -

tency across an "abundance of experi-
ences." To meet this challenge, neatness

and tidiness in logical and linguistic treat-
ment must be subordinated to the end
goal of understanding. As Wittgenstein

IB] suggests, to understand the complex
order in nature, one must use logic as a

disposable expedient: "My propositions
serve as elucidations in the followingway:
anyone who understands me eventually
recognizes them as nonsensical, when he

has used them-as steps-to climb up
beyond them. (He must, so to speak,

throw away the ladder after he has
climbed up it.)"

Our tendency to force-fit linear-causal
thinking to all phenomena we
encounter is discussed at length
by Gould l8l in the context of "the

extinction of.400 hitters" in base-

ball. !\4rile an old science view
leads to a conclusion that "they

dont make hitters like they used

to," a modern treatment estab-

lishes with a high degree of con-
fidence that hitters have im-

proved over time, but so has overall play,

and that such puzzles as the disappear-
ance of.400 hitters are not resolvable by
examining selected features out of the
context of the whole.

Gould suggests that, instead oflook-
ing as we should at complex interference

effects in the "full house" of variations, we

subjectively home in on and "reify" (i.e.,

convert concepts into things) salient sys-

tem properties so that we can fabricate
imagery of tangible-causal progression,

a comforting illusion of "evolutionary
progress,r' but an abject deception. This

anthropocentric, old science overprint on

our viewing of reality, as Gould points out,

is pervasive in our culture.
Because this essay attempts to exam-

ine team performance in terms of com-
plex order, which cannot be dealt with in
linear-causal terms alone, the above logic
and language factors are raised upfront.
In particular, this essay looks at dual "or-

dering principles" as being responsible
for value creation in teams, a fabricative
ordering principle giving rise to value in
a tangible-causal sense (the dominant
traditional view ol value creation in

teams), and a creative-interference order-

ing principie giving rise to value in a la-
tent-emergent sense.
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These two ordering principles associ-

ate with differing terminology in differ-
ent experiential domains (e.g., "real" ver-

sus "complex," "equilibrium" versus
"nonequilibrium," "linear" versus "non-

linear"). Admittedly, employing a variety
of somewhat ambiguous terms, as is done
within this essay, can be distracting if one

is anticipating the delivery of Iockstep lin-
ear-causal imagery. However, such "in-
tentional ambiguiry" according
to Kahn [9], can facilitate
"bringing home in one's mind"
the complex ordering concepts
whose consistency transcends
multiple experiential domai ns.

With these epistemological
preliminaries out of the way, the
focus can now shift to an explor-
atory reconciliation of complex-
ity and the "learning organization" in new
science terms.

IHT DIPIITAR UATUE (lF TEAMS

The overall value (V) arising from the
team process can no longer be measured

and rewarded solely in terms of
fabricative tangible results (F). The latent
value of creative interf'erence (C), which
is often the source of tangible results,
must also be measured and managed.
However, current management processes

tend to consider onlythe real component
of value and to ignore latent value in its
preemergent state. That is, the value of
teams may be thought of in terms of a
complexvariable:V= F + iC. Rewards and
reinvestment schema which do not ac-

count for the complex origins of value in
"learning organizations" may retard or
stifle their evolution.

he "learning organization" is the
conceptual plasma anointed to
deliver solutions to rising com-

plexity in business. One way to envision
the "learning organization," with respect

to chance and chaos, is in terms of cre-

ative interference within a network of col-
laborating people through the interplay
of purpose, knowledge, and random busi-
ness perturbations. \.&/hile experiments
with human systems play out over long
periods of time, research into the com-
plex behaviors of "simple" physico-
chemical systems appears to be fertile

ground for the rapid gathering of insights

into the "iearning organization."
An important bridge between busi-

ness teams and complexity models can

be found in a common feature of teams'

systems structure. Business teams em-
ploy dual "polar" modes of thinking and
working which seem to equate well to the

notions of equilibrium (stable periodic)

systems and nonequilibrium (aperiodic

or chaotic) systems. Teams, like many
natural processes, have a dual capability
of fabricating results through local rule-
based assembly processes and/or creat-

ing results through ad hoc "spatial" col-
laboration. These "dipolar" qualities are,

at the same time, complementary and

antagonistic.
Probabilistically, the fabricative pole

associates with the adding up of
noninterfering events, while the creative

pole associates with the spatial interfer-
ence of events.'While traditional business

emphasis has been on "fabricating,"
today's increasingly complex environ-
ments are demanding a higher emphasis
on creative work modes. This shift is well
depicted in the film Apollo 13 when the

team, confronted with a life-threatening
technical disaster, subordinates its linear,

equilibrium "fabricative" mode to its
nonlinear, far-from-equilibrium "cre-

ative" mode.

The fundamentally differing process

modes of "fabricating" via linear,
nonoverlapping assembly and "creating"

via nonlinear interference appear to be

archetl,'pes in productive processes and
will provide the "backbone" of this dis-

cussion.

The term "interference" is used in
preference to "interaction," to imply the
degree of participative commitment ob-
served in high-performing teams. The

relative degree of commitment to team
goals has been compared to the pig's or

chicken's respective contribution to a ba-

con and egg breakfast. One high-perfor-
mance team leader describes the initial
task in a newly formed team as "convert-

ing chickens to pigs," so that team mem-

ber contributions escalate from arm's-

Iength interaction to direct "skin in the
game" interference.

A convenient way to introduce the
productive archetypes in the context of

chance maybe to reviewthe clas-

sic physics experiment in which
electrons pass through one of
tvvo slits on their way to a target

screen. This "quantum behavior"
experiment was designed to
compare the electron's behavior
relative to solid particles and in-
terfering waves. The experiment
is monitored by either directly

observingthe individual electrons as they
pass through the slits or observing the
patterns they ultimately make when they
hit the target. rily'hile the former presup-

poses a discrete particle nature, the lat-

ter does not. A similar choice of views

exists with respect to human teams; that
is, it is possible to build an explanation
of team results using a linear-causal
"story" or to view results in the context of
nonlinear interference.

I n ti.,e erectron expenment, we get tne

I totto*n* probabilities in the case (a)

I *here we "look" at which of two al-

ternative slits the electron passes

through, and the case (b) where "we don't
look" at which slit it goes through [5]
(where "P" is the probability of the event

and "p" is the probability amplitude):

(a) If we "look," P_L = pl**2 + p2**2.

(b) If we"dontlook," P_NL= (pl+p2)**2

= P_L + 2Epl*p2.

From probability definitions, it appears

that if "we look" (at each electron rather

than the end result), we concern our-
selves only with "incompatible" events
(i.e., probability sums) or events that can

have no overlap. In other words, if we
"look," we get the mechanical sum of the
parts.\A/hereas if we "don't look," we open

the door to consideration of both "incom-
patible" events and "independent" events
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(i.e., probabilitysums andproducts), and
garner a creative lagniappe in the form
of spatial correlations. It seems that even

with electron teams, we can choose to
look at processes as being mechanical or
creative.

hile transferring concepts from
the micro level of electrons to
the macro level of teams mav

seem a bit radical and scientifically ques-

tionable, the take-aways here are re-
stricted to the following four generic
points of interest or "patterns":

1. The polar archetypes of fabrication
and creative interference seem perva-

sive in natural processes.

2. There is a difficulty (at all system lev-

els) in attempting to model processes

as being either purely"fabricative" or
purely "creative."

3. At all levels, probabilistic spatial cor-

r-elations, suggestive of organizational
coherency, appear to be present only
in creative mode.

4. \Atrile the "fabricative" archetype is

tangible-causal, the "creative" arche-

type is latent-emergent, suggesting a

relationship between the overall value
(V) of the process and its
"fabricative" (F) and "cre-

ative" (C) value poles in the
formV= F + iC.

Seen in terms of this dipolar
model, business appears to be

shifting its primary emphasis
from "fabrication' to "creativiry"
often to the point where a polar-
iry flip is occurring which sub-

ordinates the former to the lat-
ter. For example, in the ideal "learning
organization," the "fabrication" compo-
nent would seem to emerge as the natu-
ral offspring of the "creative" component.
This is in contrast to the industrial age

model where quantitative "fabrication"
value was "all she u,rote."

As we transition from "fabricating or-

ganizations" to "learning organizations,"

a number of questions arise, including:
\&fhat circumstances induce polarity rever-

sal? Howis the more elusive creative mode
recognized ald managed? Howdo cultural
factors influence the embracingof one po-
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larity over the other? These questions will
be explored in the context of macro expe-

rience against a backdrop of complexity
models.

PIITARITY REUERSATS IN IEAMS

As mentioned above, it would be hard to
find a better example of a polar reversal

from a dominant fabricative orientation
to a dominant creative orientation than
the transformative experience which is so

graphically illustrated in the film Apollo
73. Challenged by a technical disaster, the

team does a polarity flip from operating
as a hierarchy oflocal, specialized equi-
librium centers, to a strongly spatially
correlated, creatively interfering web - en-

terprise. Both team performance and the

actualization of team members' poten-

tials take a giant stride forward.
In Apollo 13 and similar team experi-

ences, this "polarity reversal" is accom-
panied by a "flip" in team members'
modes of perception or consciousness.

Interviews with members of high-per-
forming teams in the upstream petro-
leum industry suggest that a similar phe-

nomenon occurs as is often encountered
in sports or ballet-that is, a transitioning
from a piecewise mechanical assembly of

thoughts to a seamless creative mental
syrthesis. As in the electron experiment,
it seems that if one persists in "looking"
at the process in a mechanical context,
one cannot simultaneously "get into" the
natural creative-interference mode.

It is hard not to compare this modal
transitioning to physico-chemical sys-

tems transitions as described by
Prigogine and Nicolis [13], in both a

probabilistic andbehavioral sense. In sys-

tems at phase transition points, such as

the formation of snowflakes from water,

a trade-off between local equilibrium

structure and spatially coherent structure
can be observed. The counterintuitive
message for organizations, suggested by

this model, is that it is futile to simulta-
neously seek increases in Iocal fabricative

order andlarger-scale organizational co-

herency because one builds only at the

other's expense. Yet how often does man-
agement seekto bring dou,n interdepart-
mental walls and promote company-
wide agility while simultaneously
exacting ever higher levels of perfor-
mance in terms of departmental metrics?

The probabilistic aspects of this dipolar
paradox are particularly relevant to the

design of appropriate rewards and rein-
vestment feedback, as will be discussed

later in this essay.

\\fhile emphasis in business is on tan-
gible results delivered through "fabrica-

tion," both "F" and "C" modes of value
creation are commonly represented in
business teams. In the past, where there
was a dominant focus on "fabrication,"

the "creative" mode was seen as back-
ground support and taken very much for
granted. In the "learning" organization,
these perceptions appear to be reversed.

There are at least tr,vo problems asso-

ciated with this mixed mode of working.

First, non- overlapping assembly

may have worked fine in an en-

vironment emphasizing manual
skills, but in a knowledge-based
work environment, it tends to
"strip-mine" knowledge workers,

extracting contributions that are

narrow with respect to both the
overall business process and the
natural potentials of the em-
ployee. Second, having been
taken for granted for so long, the

creative-interference mode (or "organiza-

tional learning") is currently neither well
understood norwell nurtured, and tends

to be inadvertently suppressed by in-
grained cultural beliefs.

or example, the efficiency-moti-
vated pursuit of nonoverlapping
contributions from organizational

subcomponents, by clearly defining local
roles, responsibilities, and quantitative
measures, runs directly counter to the
stimulation of creative interference
which derives from ad hoc knowledge
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sharing. Aby-product of viewing overlap

and interference as "waste" is the loss or
disregard of latent value accruing through
creative interference in the interstitial
space between fabricative cells.

The strip-mining of knowledge re-
sources, the efficiency-oriented elimina-
tion ofoverlap, and the general lack ofun-
derstanding of creative-interference
effects are all inhibitors of the "flip" into
"learning" mode. Onlywhen the environ-
ment becomes impossibly complex and
organizational needs are well beyond the
reach of "engineered in advance" solu-
tions does management seem nrilling to
step back and allow the team to "flip"
from fabricative to creative mode. And
once the emergency has been contained,
a regression to "fabricative" mode is of-
ten encouraged or mandated.

onceptualizing a system in terms
of "things" and causation, as op-
posed to interfering relationships,

is accompanied bywhat has been termed
"the burden of concreteness." This bur-
den can grow exponentially where the
problem-solving approach requires the
partitioning of increasingly complex
problems into as many parts as possible
and, in following Descartes' further coun-
sel: "...in all cases to make enumerations
so complete and reviews so general that
I should be certain of having omitted
nothing."

\&/hen your depleting power
supply gives you a scant 90 hours
to design and implement a novel
systemwhose initial trialwill de-

termine whether you live, burn,
or lieeze in space, you maywant
to opt for creative interference
rather than the mechanical
"Methode." This is the sort of di-
lemma in which business is in-
creasingly finding itself.

REGOGNIZING ANII MANAGING tAIENT.
EMERGENT UATUE

Nonlinear, creative interference in the
macro world of teams is difficult to get a

handle on for three reasons: we can't
speak directly about it, we can't remem-
ber it, and we can't quantitatively mea-
sure it (not to mention Einstein's point
that we can't picture it).

We cant speak about it directly or re-

member it because it is higher dimen-
sional and intrinsically geometrical. For

example, we can't directly describe how
we ride a bicycle, although riding a bi-
cycle is a sustained learning process in-
volving only ten interfering variables I I 6]

(business phenomena can involve far
more). It is impossible to convey in words
the information contained in ten-dimen-
sional or higher phase space trajectories
since business language is inherently
constrained to three or four dimensions
(poetry is typically banned).

We cannot "explicitly remember" a

learning experience such as a bicycle ride,

since we store such pattern-based expe-

rience in "implicit memory" [15], a type
of memorythat does not allowvoluntary
recall but only a "knowing" when we once

again see or experience the thing or epi-
sode. For example, though we cannot "ex-

plicitly remember" and voluntarily recall
all 35 faces we saw at yesterday's meet-
ing, we will likely be able to "implicitly
remember" most of them, or "know them
when we see them" if we view them in a

"lineup" in which they are interspersed
with strangers.

Thus, we can neither linguistically de-

scribe nor voluntarily recall nonlinear in-
terference effects such as group learning
experiences-a frustrating circumstance
for employers (and machines) rrying for in-
creased capture and control ofknowledge.

\&ihile measurement in the fabricative
environment is straightforward due to
the applicabiity of the linear-causal
model, measurement in creatively inter-
fering environments is complicated by
the notion of latent value embodied in
spatial correlation. lVhile this is hard to
visualize in complex business situations,
a billiards example may serue to illustrate
the effect.

In professional pool, the game of
"Scotch Doubles" in which members of
the same team play in succession, has

been described as the ultimate in team
play, where a piayer "must lose for the
team to win". That is, the scoring reflex or
fabricative aspect of one's play must be

subordinated to one's effort to inject la-
tent value into the overall ball configura-
tion (i.e., to induce harvestable interfer-
ence patterns). As in the case of Gould's

baseball hitters whose sacrifice bunts and
otherwise moderated hitting improved
interference effects in overall team play,

this approach lowers an individual's scor-

ing average as it improves team perfor-

mance. Once again, physico-chemical-

type system behaviors seem to prevail
wherein spatial coherency only comes at
the expense oflocal order.

ince billiards is a classic case of"de-
terministic chaos," there can only
be probabilistic measures for the

"value" of a billiard ball configuration.
Such interference configurations appar-
ently fall into the higher dimensional
phase space category similar to the bi-
cycle-riding system, which cannotbe "ex-

plicitly remembered," described in
words, or quantitatively measured.

The dominant role of latent, inter-
ference value in team-creative situations
implies that honesty, trust, and humility
will be needed for performance optimi-

zation. That is, no one knows for
sure if you choose to sink a ball
and forego a better opportunity
to improve the configuration for
the team. You must trust that if
you take no ownership of the
scoring potentials you set up,
your teammates will do the
same, and if your ego drives you

to go for high personal scores to
the detriment of creative inter-

ference, full cycle team performance will
necessarily be compromised. Such ef-

fects, which are counterintuitive from a

linear-causal modelling perspective,
seem to come into play in many, if not
most, team situations.

The billiards catchphrase, "there's no

sense in running if you're on the v"'rong

road" appears to abstract these counter-
intuitive pitfalls for teamplay in general.
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The consequence of following the urge to
ignore "table shape" and sink in succes-

sion (run) as manyballs as possible, may
go beyond the "snookering" ofplayer and

team. If such rapid-fire "scoring" is explic-

itly rewarded (naturally selected), "run-
an,ay feedback" as described by
Robertson and Grant [14] may ensue,

drawing the team into a prema-
ture death spiral. The problem is

that as measurement and re-
wards cycles become progres-
sively shorter and stronger,
longer term learning and en-
lightenment is starved out.
Short term rewards effectively
foster longer term goals only
where linear processes are in-
volved. The enlightenment in
learning arrives more like the
avalanche in a sandpile at criti-
cal angle ofrepose to which one is add-
ing grains ofsand. There is no output pro-
portional to input which can be fostered
along the way to the avalanche, just an

aperiodic insight triggered, unpredict-
ably, by a single input "grain."

I n a complexenvironment where latenl

I value is tied up in spatial interference
lpu,,"rnr, rewarciing oniy quanriratlve
results tends to drive the system back to-
ward the "fabricative" pole and suppress

both creativity and organizational learn-
ing. Sporting games such as ice hockey
try to mitigate this by rewarding creative

interference or "p1ay making" in the same

measure as goal scoring (both a goal and
an assist merit one point). Thus it is pos-

sible, even on a measured points basis,

to be recognized for creative as well as

fabricative play (e.g., Wayne Gretzky). In
business, however, "play making," or spa-

tial coherency-building, which spawns
"scoring opportunities," is far less visible
to management. One must be dorr,n at
the level ofplay to observe the subtleties
of creative interference; thus, an insis-
tence on honesty, trust, and humility also

becomes a responsibility of the team.
Since such behavioral information is dif-
ficult to convey by proxy or written report,
there is an inevitable regression to quan-
titative measures which discount creative

interference contributions, wherever
management chooses to maintain large
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spans of control. A similar regression oc-

curs in the domain of investment where
shareholder-worker separation is large.

In moving beyond questions of per-

formance optimization to the threat of
collapse into total chaos, it maybe worth-
while to revisit the bicycle example. In
this case, it is more insightful to consider

a thought experiment in which the bi-
cycle is ridden by a team of five tiny but
powerful people, situated so as to man-
age the dual variables of position and ve-

locity associated with handlebars, left
pedal, right pedal, drive wheel, and front
(braking) wheel. In the absence of the in-
evitable potholes in the pathway, this is a

ten-dimensional interference problem

I5t.

As previouslv noted, sustained cre-

ative interference is needed to keep the
bike upright and on course, which is not
describable in words, not quantitatively
measurable, and not explicitly remem-

berable. A successful bicycle ride by the
"tiny team" would seem to depend on a

"bringing home in one's mind" a repre-
sentation of the variety of experiences
which together produce a successful ride.

In this "tiny team" example, after a

period of learning, a false movement of
the pedal by one team member can be

"covered" by a compensatorymove of the

handlebars by another, introducing a de-

gree of resilience into the system. In the
Apollo 13 project, the combination of di-
versity and overlapping capability inher-
ent in the interfering variables delivered
a resilience which averted a collapse into
total chaos. And the training of a new
team member was essentially a nonlin-
ear, experiential task, in which words and

documents conveying the fabricative as-

pects of the team process played no more

than a supporting role. This thought ex-

periment underscores the existence of
important team processes which cannot
be captured in linear causal logic and lan-
guaSe terms.

In view of the above-described prop-
erties of dipolar value creation systems,

a number of problems arise when re-
wards and reinvestment pro-
grams are coupled too closely
with quantitative measures (as

opposed to behavioral mea-
sures). One problem is lhal any
reward differential based on
quantitative subsystem mea-
su remen ts tpedalin g proficiency,
ball-sinking, etc.) is likely to in-
troduce confusion and weaken
the spatial coherency necessary

for the creative mode. In the bi-
cycle "tiny team" case, and as af-

firmed in interviews with high-pedor-
mance team members, one must shift out
of a piecemeal mechanical focus on how
things work, and into an interference
(harmonizing) orientation. If the pedaler
is concerned with "pedaling performance
goals," he or she cannot at the same time
be tuning in to complex interference pat-
terns.

second problem is that since value
builds in a latent form in creative

environments, through creative in-
terference, at any given stage vaiue may
be more or less embodied in real results

or as latent potentials (recalling that V =
F + iC) . If an organization's focus is exclu-

sively on quantitative results, it is look-
ing only at the "real" component of value
and ignoring the "complex" component.
Making assessments on a full life-cycle
basis (e.g., on the final outcome of a bil-
liards tournament) is not a problem since

latent value has at that point been trans-
formed into measurable value. However,

managing performance solely on the ba-

sis of"real," quantitatively assessed prop-
erties monitored at arbitrary intervals
(e.g., Walt Street assessing companies
through quarterly reports) faiis to ac-

count for latent value resident in creative

interference configurations. And since re-

wards and reinvestment are commonly
based on such assessments, this manage-

ment practice tends to "starve out" cre-
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ative resources, promote rapid, unbal-
anced maximization of local fabricative
process, and dissipate the spatial coher-
ency necessary for organizational learn-
irg.

One ofthe saving graces ofresults-ori-
ented rewards systems has been the
physical collocation of "fabricative" and
"creative" resources and the associated

spillover of rewards. As network
technologies allow organiza-
tions to become increasingly
"virtual," a progressive diffusion
and decoupling ofboth "F" and
"C" are likely, removing fortu-
itous balancing effects in reward

and reinvestment feedback and

intensifying the imperative of
shifting to behavior-oriented
feedback programs.

uch shifts to behavior oriented re-

wards and reinvestment schema
are becoming increasingly evi-

dent. Examples include Southwest Air-
lines, where CEO Herb Kelleher hires and

rewards "great attitudes" [11], and
Motorola, where Bob Galvin, as head of
Motorolas Excom, has led an initiative to
reinvest through "behavioral leaders" [7].

In the former case, hiring programs were

developed which cost several times the
norm, to recruit staffwho possess not only
the "pedaling pro-ficiencies" but also the
right "attitudes" relative to promoting cre-

ative interference in the workplace. In the
latter case, a multibillion dollar invest-
ment has been made, through Motorola
University to develop "behavioral leader-

ship" or "role model" leaders who are dif-
ferentially rewarded and empowered as

investors of company funds, on the basis

of their ability to calalyze syrergies in the
workplace and spawn "ongoing legacies"

such as improved work practices.

THE INFI.UTNGE (lT GUI-TURE llN
(DIPOTAR) (lRGANIZATIllN$

The focus on nonoverlapping mechani-
cal assembly processes and rewarding
and reinvesting on the basis of quantita-
tive measurements is linear theory-based
practice which appears to be deeply in-
grained in the culture of many organiza-
tions. That is, linear theory comes into
play in the form of presuppositions that

are at a level lower than the questions we

normally ask. Getting at the root source

ofthese presuppositions is an exercise in
what Argyris [1] calls "double loop learn-

ing."
In the case of team performance, the

question is no longer how to devise
more equitableways to measure and re-

ward team results in complex environ-

This causal, trickle-down view of busi-
ness and economy appears to be the son

of culture and the mother of behavior in
the traditional business world, and tends

to differentially boost the ego and pock-

etbook ofthose viewed capable of"fabri-
cating" results most rapidly.

Similar to Gould's observation that
culture tends to preserve and protect lin-

ear-causal conceptual flaws such

as the flawed notion of "evolu-

tionary progress," the business

culture tends to preserve and
protect flawed presuppositions

which underpin statistics-based
rewards and reinvestment
schema. Yet, as mentioned, re-

search in nonlinear phenomena

suggests that a rising contribu-
tionfrom crealive interference is

marked by the decline of corre-
lation peaks attributable to prominent
system properties (e.g., improved team
play means fewer .400 hitters). Such find-
ings also seem to jive with the bicycle and

billiards examples mentioned above.

he answers to such questions as

"-tVhich players and practices are

'most responsible' for winning the
game? " grow increasingly obscure as con-

tributions from creative interference be-

come more important. The message is

that management cannot ask for higher
personal or departmental performance

and for increasing levels of organizational
coherency and adaptability; one can only

come at the expense of the other. To in-
sist on improving both simultaneously is

a recipe for organizational confusion and
internal strife. TheApoIIo 13 genre ofsuc-
cess story arises onlywhen management
relaxes its subsystem-oriented perfor-
mance demands and focuses on holistic
goals.

Unfortunately, the billiards player who
performs best in a creative interference
context, by sacrificing scoring opportu-
nities when there are better overall op-
portunities to improve the ball configu-
ration, will necessarily have an lnferior
scoring record relative to an equally com-
petent teammate who exploits personal

scoring opportunities on any and all oc-

casions. Thus, rewarding results out ofthe
context of learning cycle needs would

ments, but whether traditional practice
of measuring and managing team per-

formance on the basis of quantitative
results is the most effective business

approach.
Several new questions arise from this

level of inquiry, including:

l. Are statistical-causal correlations be-

tween business resources /practices
and quantitative successes an appro-
priate basis for feedback?

2. Is the application of rewards and re-

investment at the local portals of
emergence of results appropriate for
nurturing both "fabricative" and "cre-

ative" value creation modes?

In America, there seems to be a strong

cultural presupposition that, for ex-

ample, if cancer is statistically corre-
lated with smoking, then smoking is a
cause of cancer; or if successful results

in business are statistically correlated
with Fred's participation, then Fred is a

cause of success. Corollaries emerge as

follows:

. Those who cAuse success are the best

stewards of reinvestment.
. Investment applied at the local portals

of emergence of results will "trickle
down" through causal channels to eq-

uitably nurture contributory re-
sources and practices.
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seem to foster internal competition and
distrust, creating an environment inher-
ently disadvantageous to the evolution of
"learning organizations."

he degree to which linear-causal
thinking affects the evolution of
"learning organizations" appears

to vary on a regional basis. For example,

in Japan, where there is a great respect for
power, one might expect to see a larger
"spread" in compensation between se-

nior management and the average wage

than in the United States. In fact, there is

almost an order of magnitude less of a

spread. It appears that there is more "hu-
mility" with respect to causal ownership
of success in Japan. Cultural "interfer-
ence" models such as Zen's "sound of one

hand clapping" or "Karma," r,vhich "se-

lects" a particular result out of a diverse

set ofinterfering potentialities, appear to
moderate the notion of "statistical cau-

sality."

A similar "humility" with respect to
the "causality" of success appears to be

present in high-performing creative
teams. In this case, the "humility" seems

to draw from a more balanced view of the
origins of value contributions; one which
comprehends both tangible-causal and
latent-emergent origins.

Thus an effective "ego-nomics," born
from cultural presuppositions
rooted in mathematics, appears

to be influencing the evolution
of "the learning organization."
In America, the influence of
"ego-nomics" is particularly
strong, with senior manage-
ment compensation being
more than 100 times the aver-

age wage. According to econo-
mist Edward Wolff of NewYork
University [2], wealth follows
earnings, and inequality of wealth now
stands at a 63-year high. "The top I per-
cent controls 42percent of the nation's
household assets and 50 percent ofits fi-
nancial assets, such as stocks and
bonds."

Linear-causal cultural presupposi-
tions strongly influence our view of or-
ganizational performance and our re-
wards and reinvestment feedback
programs. They are prime candidates

O 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

for reconciliation with new science
concepts, due to their weighty impact
on both the evolution of learning or-
ganizations and the distribution of
wealth.

L(lCICAT INCllMPTETENE$S AND

C(lCNIIIUE $TAIES

As noted above, high-performing teams

appear to make greater than normal use

of knowledge and ability conducive to
creative interference. This orientation has

been described by team members in the
context of shifting from "factory" to "cre-

ative" cognitive modes. In the latter
mode, value is no longer tied to discrete

intermediate products since team energy

and focus becomes end-result oriented
with ongoing r,vork contributions accru-
ing and "floating" in latent form in "orga-

nizational phase space."

In reflecting on why such interfer-
ence-oriented latent value in "orga-
nizational phase space" tends to be over-

looked by business managers, one recall's

Chaitin's suggestion that the incomplete-
ness expressed by Goedel's theorem may
be more pervasive and of more practical

significance than previously assumed.

Goedel's theorem that "all finite sys-

tems of mathematics are incomplete," in
the metaphor coined by Chaitin, implies
that in mathematics, one has an exposure

to building 20-pound theorems from only
ten pounds of axioms (i.e., building cred-

ible logical frameworks that are more
comprehensive than can be supported by
the axioms with which one started out).
A parallel in business seems to exist, in
the building of 2O-pound management
theorems induced by increasing levels of
organizational and environmental com-
plexity, from ten pounds oflinear-causal
axioms.

\A/hat we seem to be looking at is a
clash between management practice
based on unconscious axioms for deal-
ing with mechanical behaviors, on the
one hand, and a rising propensity for
organizations to deliver value through
fully conscious behaviors, on the other.
The proposition that "all Cretans are li-
ars," which provided an avenue of at-
tack for Goedel's original proof, high-
lights this clash since it presupposes

both consciousness (one must first
"know" truth in order to lie) and cre-

ative interference ("lying" inherently
involves creative interference amongst
two or more people).

hile consciousness possesses the

dipolar attribute of being able to

deal effectively with combina-
tions of"real" and "creative" sensory ex-

periences (axioms), business seems to
have voluntarily constrained itself to "me-

chanical" or "unconscious" axioms. Thus

the "incompleteness" in Goedel's theo-
rem may also be playing hidden havoc in
the domain of management. The linear-
causal a..rioms justiflring the theorem that
business benefits will accrue by simulta-
neously intensifying Iocal order and
large-scale organizational coherency may
be a case in point. Ifso, the bubble-burst-
ing shockwave that hit mathematicians

in 1931 may just now be knock-
ing at management's door.

It seems inevitable that as

communications open the door
to increasing levels of nonlinear
coupling amongst business vari-
ables, and as organizations re-

spond by making greater use of
their full conscious faculties, the
inadequacy of management
practices based on linear-causal
axioms will at some point be-

come patently obvious. The visible begin-
nings of the shift from results- to behav-

ior-based rewards and reinvestment
suggest that this point may be just com-
ing over the horizon.

c0NGru$r0Ns
As suggested by LaPointe,. Gould,
\A/heatley, and others, the linear-causal
or analytic problem-solving approach is

deeply ingrained in our culture and af-
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fects the way in which we conceptualize
our reality. \Vhere we deal with phenom-
ena whose components are only lveakly
and linearly coupled, the analytic
method gives reasonable results. But
where we deal with systems whose com-
ponents have a strong nonlinear cou-
pling, the analytic approach delivers se-

riously flawed views and solution
approaches.

igh-performance creative teams-
key contributors in a knowledge
economy-manifest strong non-

linear coupling across their constituent
elements. Understanding this t1,pe of sys-

tem, as \Mhealley suggests, requires rec-

onciliation with the precepts of new sci-

ence. One of the features of new complex
systems models is a dipolar nature in
which there is complementary and an-

tagonistic interpiay betrveen two differ-
ent ordering principles: the ordering as-

sociated with stable, equillbrium, or
"fabricative" system elements, and the
ordering that occurs through creative in-
terference across the spaces between
these elements. \\4rile the folmer order-
ing principle delivers "real" tangible out-
puts as envisaged in linear-causal mod-
els, the latter ordering principle delivers
"complex," iatent-emergent outputs as

envisaged in complex adaptive systems

models. Current management practice
tends to be oriented primarily to the
former ordering principle and neglectful
of the latter.

While exceptional teams are "revers-

ing polarity" and subordinating a tradi-
tional fablication orientation to a cre-

ative-interference orientation, this
process appears to be poorly understood
by management. Inhibitors to an im-
proved understanding include the lin-
ear-causal bias in standard logic and lan-
guage tools, rhe dilliculty in recognizing
and managing the latent-emergent com-
ponent ofvalue creation, the untouch-
ability of linear-causal cultural presup-
positions, ego-nomic effects arising
from statistically determined "owner-
ship" of success, and the logical incom-
pleteness of management frameworks

erected to deal with increasingly com-
plex organizational and business situa-
tions.

Flawed management notions in deal-

ing with dipolar organizational phenom-

ena include the simultaneous pursuit of
increases in both local fabricatir.e sub-
system performance and larger-scale or-

ganizational coherency, and the unmiti-
gated structuring of rewards and
reinvestment schema accolding to linear-

causal axioms, a practice rvhich stifles
and neglects creative-interference-based
value generation.

While management may rightfully
cultivate "fabricative" results through
periodic reward cycles shorter than the
business cycle, the notion of applying a

similar crank-tulning recipe to the cre-

ative-interference domain is flawed. In
the creative domain, management must
sit patiently on many "eggs" in order to
hatch the valuable few. An observed gen-

eral "impatience" in some business sec-

tors, manifest in the decline of
mentoring (a self-organizing, teaching-
learning culture which accommodates
multi-generational learning cycles) and
the rise of a quick-fix mentality, ls sug-

gestive of "runaway feedback" triggered
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